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Picture Poem
(Dog ice-cream)
(I’m’ bringing my dog. I am going to get ice-cream)
I’m’ bringing my dog on a walk to go and get ice-cream.
By L.D

Morning
This morning was a great, powerful, and beautiful day.
I saw a woman and a man walking a dog.
It hurts that my aunt’s dog is not here but
I can still visit my aunt’s dog’s tombstone
My favourite thing is baking, and eating chips.
Tomorrow it is going to be a magical day.
Tomorrow we will see my dog scratching is butt.
By L.D.

I Am
I am smart and I know about animals.
I am and my dog are foodie because me and my dog love
eating food.
I am a banana because I like to eat bananas.
I am not ready to get another dog yet.
By L.D.
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Tomorrow Will Be
Tomorrow will be a good and beautiful day.
Tomorrow we will see a black cat.
It may hurt but we can still succeed.
Our new favourite thing will be a family.
We will be so happy when my brother goes to college.
By L.D.

Anymore
I am not
I am not
I am not
I am not
By L.D

scared
scared
scared
scared

of
of
of
of

spiders anymore.
cats anymore.
having friends anymore.
my brother anymore.

My Family

My family is a dog.
My friends are a beach.
My school is a pool.
Nature is a house.
My life is a rollercoaster.
Politics are a waterfall.
By L.D.
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Politics are…
Politics are a waterfall.
Politics are water.
Politics are a watershed.
Politics are a waterproof
Politics are a watercolor.
BY L.D.

Diamante: Sweet & Sour
Sweetness
sugary, sweet
eating, liking, surprising
candy, sugar, lemon, lime
disliking, sour-face, loving
acidic, strong
Sourness
By L.D.
Haiku
It is snowing now
I’m wet and I want snow cone
I’ll eat the snow cone
By L.D.
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Morning, sadness
This morning is gray and a little bit of goodness. I saw a
picturesque sky this morning. It hurts but I can still be brave.
My favorite thing is watching TV. I will be so happy when the
pandemic is over. Tomorrow we will be better.
:0 :) :0
M.D
The Ways I Am in Life
I am like water.
I am creative with Legos.
I am very concerned for other people.
I am not good at writing yet.
I am not good at swimming yet.
I can’t eat in the classroom yet.
M.D.
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A ball of fur sat on a carpet looks so hungry. It will
eat anything. A man walks in with a sugary goodness.
M.D.

Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be a better day
(Tomorrow) we will see everyone
It may hurt but we can/will do it during a difficult this time
Our new favourite thing will be math
We will be so happy when Covid will be over.
Tomorrow will be a good day
(Tomorrow) we will see the sunshine.
It may hurt but we can/will be brave.
Our new favourite thing will be drawing
We will be so happy when it’s Halloween.
M.D.

Anymore

I am not afraid to ride my bike. I am not afraid to go anywhere.
M.D.
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Life
My family is big.
Friends are loud sirens.
My school is a new minted golden coin.
Nature is priceless.
Life is a wildfire.
Politics are a broken line. Politics are a broken bridge. Politics are
a broken relationship. Politics are a broken heart. Politics are a
broken piece.
Pollution is a volcano.
M.D.
Marking 7
Mark
big, Strong
were, has won
war, peace, joy, run
nice, weird, weak
good
M.D.

Strong Poet
Winter snow is coming
Hot chocolate and happy years
kindness nice joy peace
M.D.
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A Winter Day
A winter night dream
Why a weird and stressful day it was
What a peaceful dream
M.D.

A Lune
Trees has leaves
Winter is coming
Strong tree is
M.D.
On the happiest day of my life was when I got my dog.
M.D.
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Picture Poem
The cute dog is hungry.
The dog eats the ice cream.
The ice cream is really good.
A.G.S

This
This morning was beautiful.
I saw people walking.
It hurts but I can still get back up.
My favorite thing is to be alone in my room.
I will be so happy when I don’t have to wear a mask anymore.
Tomorrow will be a funky day.
Tomorrow we will see happy families.
A.G.S.

I am a kid. I am funny. I am a girl.
I am short. I am a foodie. I am a vroom vroom car.
I am a plane. I am a dog. I am a balloon. I am a volcano.
I am not good at being nice yet. I am not good at soccer yet.
I am not happy yet.
A.G.S.
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Tomorrow Will
Tomorrow will be a good day.
Tomorrow we will see family.
It may hurt but you can still do it.
Our favorite thing will be skateboarding.
We will be happy went Covid is over
A.G.S.
Anymore
I am not scared
I am not scared
I am not scared
I am not scared
I am not scared
anymore.

of having no friends.
when people make fun of me.
to stay home alone anymore.
of biking alone anymore.
to go to my friend’s house and have a sleep over

A.G.S.

Good to Bad
Friends
nice, loyal
laughing, creating, running.
house, mall, school, dog
fighting, bullying, killing.
mean, rude
enemies
A.G.S.
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Things that make me mad
My family is a car.
Friends are rollercoaster.
School is a prison School
Nature is a monster
Life is an ocean
Politics are spiders
Oranges are annoying
………
School is a monster
School is rollercoaster
School is path
School is ocean
A.G.S.

Haiku
It was cold outside.
Families walking outside.
Winter is coming.
A.G.S.
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Haiku
I like ice cream hot
I really dislike cold ice cream
I like all ice cream
A.G.S.

On the happiest of my life, I will not have to go to school
anymore.
A.G.S.
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Picture Poem
The little dog is so small and cute.
The little dog loves the chocolate.
The chocolate is so yummy and good in my tummy.
l.k.p.

Chocolate is very yummy
I really love chocolate
Light Hot Cute Gross Yummy
l.k.p.

This morning is very good because it is my best day. I see my
brother running up and down the steers. It hurts but I can still
FaceTime. My favorite thing is to listen to Country Music. I will be
so happy when I become a farmer. Tomorrow will be playing gta v
story mode. Tomorrow I will play with my friends.
l.k.p

Anymore
I'm not scared of talking about my pet that is in heaven.
l.k.p
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Family is very big like a tree.
Friends are very thankful.
School is very boring.
Nature is a beach.

Life is very golden.
Politics are very important.
l.k.p.
Diamante

friend
nice, thankful
gaming, biking, eating
school, house, a corner, store
bullying, beating, pushing
mean, bad
enemy
l.k.p.
Me and my dad
We went on a bike ride
My uncle also
l.k.p.

ON the happiest day of my life, I will be a farmer.
l.k.p.
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Picture Poem
The dog is sad.
He can't eat the sunday.
The sunday is good.
D.L.

Morning
This morning was dark and gloomy.
I saw a dog running across the street chasing a squirrel.
It hurts but I can still say sorry.
My favourite thing is to bake for my family.
I will be so happy when I can see my friends and family.
Tomorrow Will be dark, gloomy, and cloudy.
Tomorrow we will see traffic.
Tomorrow will be shining bright
(Tomorrow) we will see traffic.
D. L.

It may hurt but we can still be friends
Our new favourite thing will be to listen to music together
We will be so happy when Covid is over
D.L.
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Am
am not good at sports yet.
am not good at writing yet.
am not good at reading yet.
am a boy. I am a child.
am good at Fortnite.
am the tallest in the class.
am a foodie. I am smart.
am a rainstorm.
am a sloth.
am a balloon.

D.L.

Is/Are
Family is a stadium.
Friends are like a protest.
School is prison.
Nature is a monster.
Life is an ocean.
Politics are snakes.
The election is garbage.
School is a cashier.
School is a monster.
School is an ocean
School is a clock.
D.L.
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Diamante
Noise
active, loud
talking, yelling, arguing
arguments, me, teachers, therapist
shushing, whispering, muting
sad, calm
silence
D.L.

Haiku

Winter is coming
Cold freezing sledding skating
Hot Chocolate family
D.L.

On the Happiest Day of My Life
On the happiest day of my life
I will be a pro Fortnite player.
D.L.
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Picture Poem
Puppy, sweet
I love puppies for how cute they are.
Puppies are sweet.
When I have a sweet, I can get hyper.
K.M.

Morning
This morning was beautiful and gloomy.
I saw an amazing night sky.
It hurts but I can still try.
My favorite thing is to do Art and to bake.
I will be so happy when COVID is over.
Tomorrow will be a gloomy day.
Tomorrow we will have a good day with my family.
K.M.

Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be a good day.
Tomorrow we will see a rainy day.
It may hurt but it will be okay.
Our new favorite thing will be to play.
We will be so happy when Covid is gone.
K.M.
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About Me
I am an artist, baker, makeup artist because I love it and good at
it.
I am crazy, funny because I make everyone laugh.
I am a sun because I shine
I am not good at reading yet.
K.M.

Different
I was scared of being different.
Ugly
Lonely
Stupid
K.M.

My family is a rollercoaster.
Friends are a stadium
School is an occasion
Nature is a river
Life is a Calendar
Politics are a cave
Life is a Calendar, an alarm clock, an occasion,
K.M.
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Diamante
friends
fun playful
playing running helping
crazy funny mad hurtful
bullying killing kicking
rude dishonest
Enemies
K.M.

Haiku
Today I was cold.
I put on my jacket now.
I put on mittens.
I have school today.
I had fun with my friend.
I am very fun.
K.M.

Haiku
Winter is coming.
I will need my boots and gloves.
I love the snowflakes.
K.M.
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Picture Poem
The dog is very sad and bored.
He saw a Little boy Walking dawn
The sidewalk.
He had ice cream in his hands and the dog started to bark.
J.M.

This morning is colder.
I saw a dog that was loose.
It hurts but I can still play.
My favourite thing is hockey.
I will be so happy when I turn 13.
Tomorrow I will have a good day because I have a hockey
practice.
J.M.
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I am
I
I
I
I
I

am
am
am
am
am

a
a
a
a
a

Hockey player.
boy.
student.
pizza.
donkey.

I am not good at juggling yet.
I am not good at playing golf yet.
I am not good at volleyball yet.

J.M.

It Hurts But I Can Still
Tomorrow will be good.
Tomorrow we will see a cat.

It may hurt but we can see it
Our new favourite thing will be hockey

We will be so happy when school is over.
J.M.
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Is. Are.
My Family is a banana.
My Family likes food.
My Family is a carrot. An apple a hamburger.
My Friends are like a race car.
School is a scary movie.
Nature is a year-round
Life is art
Politics are on going
J.M.
Diamante
friends
fun honest
playing biking laughing
park, Trump, zebra, car
fight, play, run
mean annoying
Enemy
J.M.
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A Lune
The cold breeze
The cold ice is freezing
People are skating
J.M.

A Lune

Cold Spring Branch.
First time in the snow.
Nice skating rink.
J.M.
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Picture Poem
I love puppies and they're so nice.
I eat ice and play with my dog.
I love ice-cream cones.
D.M.G.

It Hurts But
This morning is good and fun.
I saw my dog thinking pop.
It hurts but I can still play fortnight.
I dance when I get a win in fortnight
I get happy when I get my aimbot
Tomorrow I will be an aimbot god
Tomorrow we will
I will be given my friends aimbot
D.M.G.
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I
I
I
I
I

Am
am
am 12
am a boy
like playing soccer

I am good on controlling players
I am good on fortnight
I am good on among us
I am dog
I am tree
I am controlling
I not good at french yet
I not good at staking out yet
We can’t eat in the classroom yet
D.M.G.

Scared
snake
scorpion
dog
cat
D.M.G.
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Is.Are
Family is Pool lake ocean puddle
Friends are air
School is tree
Nature is dog
Life is sun
Politics are cat
D.M.G.

Diamante
Friends
funny cool
playing running helping
mall McD school park
killing fighting bullying
bad rude
Enemies
D.M.G.

I Was Cold
It was cold and windy.
I was cold and happy because I was still playing.
I was playing fortnight and I won.
D.M.G.
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My Haiku
I play in the park
I won at call of duty
I was so happy
D.M.G.

On my happiest day on my life, I am good at soccer.
D.M.G.
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Picture Poem
The cute dog is hungry and sad
That ice cream looks so yummy
The cut dog is sad and hungry because he cannot eat that ice
cream that looks so yummy.
a.j.m.

This Morning
This morning is dark
and early
I saw cars on the highway, people walking
and a person's life was taken by a car and another.
It hurts but I can still overcome the pain.
My favourite thing is anime, mangas, and sleeping.
I will be so happy when my dog comes back
Tomorrow will be the same
a.j.m.
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Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be a great day.
(Tomorrow) we will see...my family
It may hurt but we can/will...overcome it
Our new favourite thing will be…anime
We will be so happy when…my dog comes back
a.j.m.

I am
I am a child. I am a boy.
I am 12. I am small. I am creative.
I am a gamer. I am an ant.
I am a glazed doughnut. I am a weeb (like anime).
I am not good at sports….yet.
I am not good at reading...yet.
I am not good at spelling...yet.
a.j.m.
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Is Like

Family is a sun is a three, time consuming and is like mars
Friends are…like a dog
School is...the downside of eating a clock time consuming
Nature is..like a lion
Life is...is a grave
Politics are…a snake
___pepole___is/are_____like cats__
a.j.m.

Diamante
war
violent loud
guard fight kill
nice accepting caring
quiet kind
Peace
a.j.m
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A Lune
Winter is cold
But the inside is warm
Outside is not
a.j.m.

Haiku
Winter is coming
It is getting cold outside
Inside is not cold
a.j.m
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Picture Poem
The pup wanted the sunday.
But the pup could not have it.
The sunday had chocolate drizzle on it.
S.S.
Being Descriptive
This morning is bright and thrilling.
I saw the flowers with dazzling colors.
It hurts but I can still face the virus.
My favorite thing is tech and art.
I will be so happy when I become a dentist.
Tomorrow will be a sunny day and another bright day.
Tomorrow we will all have smiles even though some things, people,
viruses will try really hard to stop us.
S.S
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Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be another successful day
Tomorrow we will see the sun rise
It may hurt but we can still all face the virus
Our new favorite thing will be happy thoughts
We will be so happy when its springtime again, the sun, the flowers
and the lovely air
S.S.

Haiku
Shivers & Leaves
Walking in the wilderness
With a warm jacket
S.S.

Haiku
The wind is drifting
Through and through like the time
The wind is priceless
S.S.
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I Am
I am Sophia Sarrapuchiello
I am 12 years old
I am good at art and tech
I am good at singing
I am a healthy eater
I am a positive person
I am a person who loves being calm
I am a person who loves comedy
I am a strawberry lover
I am as calm as clouds and as disciplined as time
I am as cold as winter and as balanced as a scale
I don't really know fully algebra yet but I'm getting there
S.S.

Anymore
I’m not scared to be home alone.
S.S.
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Metaphor
My Family is a book
Nature is drama
My friends are a lounge
Nature is emotion
School is drawing
Nature is a puddle
Nature is a movie
Nature is water and sky and lightning
Life is the sky
Nature is fog
Politics are the offices
Love is art
Nature is art
Nature is music
Nature is wilderness
S.S.
Diamante
Love.
Charm. Permanent.
Trusting. Sticking. Giving.
Worship. Affection. Delight. Attachment.
Taking. Disliking. Despising.
Dishonest. Painful.
Hate.

S.S.
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Picture Poetry
Cute. Yummy.
The dog is so cute. The ice-cream is so yummy.
The cute dog wants to eat the yummy ice cream.
A.V.

Tomorrow
The morning was good.
I saw food.
It hurts but I can still eat food.
I will be so happy when I get food.
Tomorrow will be good because I will get food.
Tomorrow we will get a lot of food.
A.V.
I Am
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

am boy
am 12
am hockey player
am kid
am
am
am a coconut
can’t do poetry yet

A.V.
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Good Day

Tomorrow will be...a good day
(Tomorrow) we will see...beautiful trees
It may hurt but we can/will...forget about it
Our new favourite thing will be…biking
We will be so happy when…when I don’t have to wear a mask
A.V.

Anymore
I am not scared of children anymore.
I am not scared of anything anymore.
I am not scared of books anymore.
A.V.

SNOW

Snow falls down the hill
Trees blow in the wind blow blow
Crunch crunch walking snow
A.V.
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Diamante
fear
happy. sad.
fighting. killing. coughing
hating. silence. loving. peace.
family. found.
sad. kind.
brave
A.V

Walking on the grass
Nice sky biking all around
Leaves fall all day long

talking to family
playing in the snow so fun
it was so much fun
A.V.

I enjoy walking
Walking in the snow so fun
I love snow a lot
A.V.
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Picture Poem
Light the one light that can kill you in a blink of an eye.
Round plastic thing that you play with.
Broken metal cage that Mr. Balance broke with bolt cutters.
This cute furry monster is a cutie pie under it all they are evil
sometimes.

Y.S.V

Picture Poem
Sad
ice cream
The sad little brown dog was really sad. The little brown dog
wanted the little girl's ice cream. But the ice cream was a bag
treat for the monster inside.
Y.S.V
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Morning Duties
This morning was different.
I saw my dog gobble up his food.
It hurts but I can still hear my heart beat.
My favourite thing is my beautiful self.
I will be so happy when covid 19 leaves this earth.
Tomorrow will be the most beautiful blue day.
Y.S.V

Ugly
I
I
I
I
I

am
am
am
am
am

a big ugly beast.
weird.
a leg.
a child
trash

I am a NO!
I am a wierd!
I am god!
I am a box.
I am a table.
I am a hat.
I can’t read. Yet.
I can’t do french. Yet
I can’t speak other languages. Yet
Y.S.V
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Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be alright.
Tomorrow we will see a dead bird.
It may hurt but we can be weird.
Our new favourite thing will be the grass

We will be so happy when pigs fly.

Y.S.V.

Anymore

GRASS
Thick dogs
Clowns
Bugs I hate bugs
Y.S.V.
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The Trash
Family is cat
Friends are trash. Friends are garbage. Friends are white van.
Friends are time.
School is trash
Nature is trash
Life is trash
Politics are trash
Y.S.V.

Diamante
myself
being quiet. walking
tiptoe. sleeping. napping
car. dog. cat. rat
barking. complaining. singing
loud. bark
noise

My Haiku Story
My dad and myself
We go to the park and play
We see the cold leaves
Y.S.V.
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My Haiku

I like my doggie
My dog wants some of my food
I dislike my dog
Y.S.V.

On the happiest day of my life is when I saw my mom and dad
smile.
Y.S.V.
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